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WHAT

WE DO

We specialize in acquisition and disposition brokerage services, property-value analysis, market insight and strategic
ownership advisory. We cultivate opportunities for our investment partners and local community with a deep
understanding of real estate and it’s value in all of our lives. More than anything, we have a profound respect for how
important real estate decisions are for our investment partners. We believe that unique opportunities can be found
from both the most complex and the most common real estate transactions when we bring the right people, insights
and innovation to the table.
BROKERED SALES

COMBINED EXPERIENCE

CLOSED TO DATE

YEARS

$500M+

70+

TRANSACTION VALUE

$106M
CURRENTLY ACTIVE

KAUFMAN HAGAN

Drives disproportionate value to our investment partners through innovation, relentless effort, superior
market knowledge and our belief in the value of owning every aspect of the client relationship

WHO WE ARE
Kaufman Hagan is a commercial real estate brokerage built by various industry leaders to create unique, highvalue services for our investment partners and our brokers. Together, our team’s unique perspective and high-tech
approach enables our ability to unlock the potential of real estate and create meaningful impact. Our success is
measured by the lasting relationships and trust built with our lifelong investment partners.

WHO WE ARE NOT
Egos in suits. We are not unappreciative, commission-focused brokers with limited or single-deal focused mindsets.
We do not take shortcuts, skip over details or take the easy way out.

OUR MENTALITY
Status Quo:
You’re told you’re replaceable because that’s how your brokerage
quantifies you.
Kaufman Hagan:
Our brokers are our #1 clients; we are investing in you, we want
to invest WITH you, we’re here to serve you.

OUR CULTURE + OFFICE
Status Quo:
Micromangers, forms and drab-toned cubicles with attitude and
energy to match.
Kaufman Hagan:
We foster a culture of positivity and gratitude, our space is filled
with energy and lively music. We’re creating an environment
where our brokers take what they need that day.

COMMISSION SPLITS
Status Quo:
Not taking home as much as you should. An exploitation of the
broker based on a lopsided opportunity for seniors and owners.
Kaufman Hagan:
All brokers are on an innovative sliding scale split. The more you
produce the more you keep.

YOUR WEALTH CREATION
Status Quo:
Brokers doing their own deals is a distraction, taking money and
time away from the brokerage.
Kaufman Hagan:
Our brokers are our partners. We are an entrepreneurial team
at heart. We believe real estate creates wealth for not only our
clients, but for ourselves and for our families. Opportunities are
endless.

OUR SUPPORT
Status Quo:
At other brokerages, training is a one and done manual and most
of the support ends there.
Kaufman Hagan:
Our brokers spend 80%+ of their time focused on money making
activities, a full-time administrative support team is here in house
taking care of the rest.

OUR MARKETING
Status Quo:
Other brokerages create a standard, sterile OM from a template
& list it on Co-Star.
Kaufman Hagan:
We’re approaching marketing with a comprehensive, adaptive,
property-specific strategy. We think about marketing like sales
people, we think about it innovatively.

OUR LEADERSHIP

Status Quo:
The brokers support the brokerage as a business rather than the other way around. Senior staff are
focused on their deals and their business.
Kaufman Hagan:
We are focused on building a collaborative environment where the owners are available everyday for
every deal, we are focused on serving our brokers as the client; this is our North Star.

WHAT WE DO FOR YOU

BRANDON KAUFMAN

TEAL NIPP HAGAN
Principal + Employing Broker
720-984-0419
thagan@khcommercial.com

Business Development Advisor
303-548-0846
clopez@khcommercial.com

Brandon brings his high performance mentality
to life through coaching the brokers at
Kaufman Hagan Commercial Real Estate. By
building a team that works tirelessly towards
the pursuit of achieving their goals, he seeks
out teammates that are tenacious seekers of
knowledge and success, and that never sacrifice
personal growth for professional growth as a
team. He has brokered over $300M providing
first-hand experience on how to achieve
success and overcome obstacles along the way.

Teal oversees both our admin and broker team
at Kaufman Hagan Commercial Real Estate.
She uplifts each team member by providing
personalized mentorship to assist every
teammate in achieving their personal and
professional goals through her ability to look
at both the bigger picture as well as the day
to day operations. She believes that no detail
is too small, as she pursues every task with
the same amount of diligence and persistence.
She has 10+ years of investment real estate
experience, brokering over $100M in real estate
in the greater Denver area, providing both
specific and adaptable knowledge to our team.

Chris is passionate about finding creative
solutions for business development at Kaufman
Hagan Commercial Real Estate. He does so
by merging marketing, sales and technology
to provide creative solutions for clients and
brokers, ultimately challenging the status quo
of traditional commercial real estate marketing.
Through his background in media, he is able to
build our broker’s personal brands, amplifying
our voices above the rest to disrupt and have
a positive, lasting impact within real estate.

Principal + Senior Advisor
303-547-7357
bkaufman@khcommercial.com

CHRIS LOPEZ

